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ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this research is to analyze business development strategies Kopi 

Rase in UD Jaya Baru. The research discuss to find business development strategies 

for family business which have a mature product in matter of product life cycle. The 

research approach is using descriptive qualitative analysis to process the data. The 

analysis that is conducted using several tool and theory such as, Business Model 

Canvas and Blue Ocean Strategy. The using of Business Model Canvas can describe 

what is happening in the company and what will happen after implementing 

strategies. Blue Ocean Strategy helps to summarize the change in business model 

for company using Strategy Canvas, Four Actions Framework, and ERRC Grid. The 

result of this research give a perspective and strategic direction for company, which 

is keep selling the old product and develop a new product for blue ocean market 

meant to be giving more value to customers and prevent company profit loss. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Coffee is one of the most productive commodity in Indonesia. As country with a lot of natural 

resources, Indonesia is one of the five biggest coffee producer in the world. Table 1 shows 

Indonesia is coffee producer below Brazil, Vietnam, and Colombia. 

 

Table 1. Top Five Coffee Producer Countries 

Country World Market Shares (%) 

Brazil 34.33 

Vietnam 18.74 

Colombia 8.52 

Indonesia 7.21 

Ethiopia 4.26 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Coffee industry has been a supportive economic in Indonesia for a years, even since Dutch 

colonization with its VOC. Indonesian Coffee eventually became famous after it. Asosiasi 

Eksportir dan Industri Kopi (Coffee Exporter and Industry Association) describe how 

Indonesian Coffee became popular since Dutch colonization as top commodity traded. In that 

time, coffee was exported to European continent as a raw bean, then they processed it to 


